
STAY TRUE TO YOUR COMMITMENTS 
Numbers 6:1-15 

 
 How important is it to keep the promises that we make to people?  It is fairly common 
place to have people tell that they will do something and then fail to follow through on what you 
thought was a commitment.  Just the mention of such a situation will likely cause you to 
experience a flood of thoughts related to incidences that you are familiar with when you were 
disappointed in someone because they failed to do what they said they would do.  What are some 
common examples of people making a commitment and then ignoring the conditions of the 
promises made?  (List examples and note that some are related to stated promises and implied 
promises.) 
 All too often in the news, we see examples of people who either steal or lose money that 
belongs to other people.  In financial investment situations, we can find instances where fraud 
was committed and other situations where carelessness or incompetence was the root cause of 
the failure to keep the commitment made.  In either case, it was likely that the only stated 
promise was that of charging the investor a fee for “handling” his money.  The promise to not 
steal and to do the proper “due diligence” in making careful investments was implied since it was 
a reasonable expectation of such transactions.   
 In the marriage contact, we see a situation where fairly comprehensive vows are openly 
made by both parties.  In fact, the civil laws require witnesses to the vows so that if questions 
arise, then the witnesses could attest that “they did make those vows.”  In a church setting, when 
a person “joins” a local body of believers, then he or she is making a commitment to abide by the 
beliefs and behavioral expectations of the group.  For most churches this is an implied 
commitment since the new members do not normally go through a process in which they say “I 
do” nor do they sign a “contract” to abide by the expectations.  In just these two examples, how 
successful are we, as modern-day Americans, in being true to our commitments?   
 When you think about it, you can identify many situations in which commitments are 
made for various reasons between two individuals, between an individual and a group, and 
between groups (e.g., nations).  What is the motivation for such commitments, covenants or 
contracts?  Sometimes people enter into such agreements because they are required to do so by 
someone in authority.  The military draft and paying taxes are examples of such arrangements.  
In other cases, the participants enter voluntarily because they see some mutual benefits to make 
and to keep such commitments.  Just as commitments can be voluntarily entered into between 
and among people, we see instances in the Bible of commitments being made between people 
and God.  One of the best known such agreements was between God and Abram.  It was initiated 
by God and agreed to by Abram (evidenced by his carrying out what God specified him to do).  
God told Abram to leave his country and his father’s family and go to a place to which God 
would guide him.  Were there mutual benefits in this agreement between God and Abram?  The 
benefit for God was that He would have a group of people through whom the Messiah would 
come and restore the relationship between God and mankind that was disrupted by disobedience 
in the Garden of Eden.  The benefit for Abram was that God would bless him and his 
descendants.  We could go beyond the mutual benefit type of commitment to one that is initiated 
by just one of the parties.  We could point to God’s grace in salvation in which He made a 
commitment to mankind to provide a way of salvation for anyone who would accept His gift.  Of 
course, we could argue that God is pleased when people respond by embracing and accepting His 
grace; however, the motivation was first and foremost the love of God.  In the Book of Numbers, 



we find a situation (Nazirite Vow) in which a person enters into a commitment to carry out 
certain behaviors for the purpose of showing love and appreciation to God.  We could argue that 
the person does benefit by engaging in such disciplined practices, but the motivation is to be first 
and foremost an expression of love.   
 
Take Your Commitments Seriously – 6:1-8  
1 Again the LORD spoke to Moses, saying, 2 “Speak to the sons of Israel and say to them, ‘When a man or woman 
makes a special vow, the vow of a Nazirite, to dedicate himself to the LORD, 3 he shall abstain from wine and strong 
drink; he shall drink no vinegar, whether made from wine or strong drink, nor shall he drink any grape juice nor eat 
fresh or dried grapes. 4 ‘All the days of his separation he shall not eat anything that is produced by the grape vine, 
from the seeds even to the skin. 5 ‘All the days of his vow of separation no razor shall pass over his head. He shall be 
holy until the days are fulfilled for which he separated himself to the LORD; he shall let the locks of hair on his head 
grow long. 6 ‘All the days of his separation to the LORD he shall not go near to a dead person. 7 ‘He shall not make 
himself unclean for his father or for his mother, for his brother or for his sister, when they die, because his 
separation to God is on his head. 8 ‘All the days of his separation he is holy to the LORD.  Numbers 6:1-8 (NASB95) 
 In the overall context of the Book of Numbers, we find historical accounts and various 
instructions regarding how to deal with a variety of situations that would likely arise in the lives 
of the people.  Immediately following the instructions of how to deal with persons who had 
defiled themselves (Chapter 5), Moses addressed the opposite situation in which a person 
voluntarily agrees to conduct himself in a way that goes far beyond the requirements of the law 
or normal societal expectations for purity or piety.  Maybe we can learn something beneficial to 
us in the way we live from the principles (laws) governing Nazirite vows.   
 First of all, the name Nazirite is pretty much one of those transliterations from the 
original language.  The Hebrew word is naziyr (naw zeer) which comes from a similar base word 
(nazar) which simply means to separate, consecrate, or devote.  Since this is the first mention of 
the practice and its origin is not discussed, then some scholars think that such practices were well 
known by the people and the rules listed here were to provide a common understanding of this 
particular practice and to define some limits as to what was sufficient to show extreme piety.  If 
this were left undefined, then it may have led to more and more restrictions and acts of devotion 
as we can read about in some of the many rules created by the Pharisees in later years.    
 The rules given here were for vows taken for a specific period of time as opposed to 
those who were consecrated for life such as Samson, John the Baptist and Samuel.  The 
consecration or devotion to God for these less-than-lifetime vows had three specific areas of 
distinctive behavior that was practiced during the time of the vows.  The first was abstinence 
from alcoholic beverages and any grape related products.  The second was related to not cutting 
his or her hair.  The third was to avoid defilement by contact with a dead person.   
 In an effort to understand what was going on in picking these three things some have 
tried to come up with some logical explanations.  Regarding the abstinence from alcoholic 
beverages (wine and strong drink), the most logical explanation was that the intoxication from 
alcohol was defiling in that it impaired one’s ability to think properly and, in many cases, would 
lead to irresponsible behavior that would “defile” the person who was impaired.  The inclusion 
of related products such as vinegar made from wine, grape seeds, grape skins, and fresh grapes 
was likely to avoid any appearance of violating the vow that was taken.  In some of the Jewish 
traditions, the avoidance of grape-related products with regard to avoiding defilement goes back 
to the fall of man in the Garden of Eden.  The fruit of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil 
was “conjectured” to be grapes.   
 How did such ideas and practices of consecrated living influence the early church?  We 
can find some teaching in the New Testament writings that show some influence of the rules 



related to Nazirites.  Paul wrote about the need for Christians to separate themselves to God in 2 
Corinthians 6:17 where he referenced Isaiah 52:11 about “come out from among them and be ye 
separate.”  Paul also encouraged Christians to not gratify the desires of the body, but keep it 
under and bring it into subjection.  Drinking a little wine for the stomach’s sake was allowed (1 
Tim. 5:23).  On the other hand, drinking much wine to please one’s appetite is not appropriate 
for those who profess to walk not after the flesh, but after the Spirit.   
 The argument can also be made that those who would be qualified or suitable in the 
service of God (for example, a bishop) must be sober (1 Tim 3:2), lest they should forget the law 
(Prov. 31:5) or should make serious errors (Isa. 28:7).  Matthew Henry has the following advice: 
“Let all Christians oblige themselves to be very moderate in the use of wine and strong drink; 
for, if the love of these once gets the mastery of a man, he becomes a very easy prey to Satan.”    
 In 1 Thess 5:22 we can see some influence of the Nazirite law of avoiding all grape 
products (and not just the alcohol) in Paul admonition to not only avoid sin but to “abstain from 
all appearance of evil.”   
 While we would not classify most Baptist as having taken the vow of a Nazirite, we have 
incorporated the idea of abstinence from the sale and use of alcohol as part of our stated set of 
commitments as members of a local body of believers.  In general, such abstinence is usually 
viewed as an act of devotion to God.   
 The restriction regarding not cutting one’s hair during the time period of the vow was 
thought to be related to the idea of not getting caught up in any practice of vanity as related to 
physical appearance.  You might think of this as neglecting the outward appearance in favor of 
working on improving the beauty of inner values.  The uncut hair was also a statement to the 
people in the community that the person had made such a vow.  In that culture, those who would 
engage in such a period of devotion were esteemed or “well thought of” by others.  
 The open display of devotion or piety can be both good and bad.  On the good side, it 
might be an encouragement to other to become more dedicated or consecrated to the Lord.  On 
the negative side, it could be a source of pride and the motivation for making such a vow could 
simply be to be highly esteemed by others.  Jesus spoke of this situation when He encouraged 
those who might enter into a time of fasting to do so in a way that the practice was strictly 
between the one who was fasting and God.  
 The third component of the vow required the person to not go near a dead body to avoid 
being defiled ceremonially.  In the normal course of events, the law declared anyone who came 
into contact with a dead person to be unclean and had prescriptions of certain cleansing 
procedures and time periods that were to be observed to remove the “unclean” condition from 
the person.  From a practical sense, this was a super cautious or conservative practice to prevent 
diseases from spreading among the people.  Priests had to be even more restrictive in such 
precautions before they were approved to carry out their duties.  Again, from a practical 
standpoint, they were more likely to come into contact with many more people than the average 
citizen, so more care was needed.   
 The Nazirite vow went even further than the normal avoidance of coming into contact 
with a dead person; even family members who had died were included.  The idea was that the 
dedication to God was so extreme that a person would disregard family during this time.  This 
brings to mind the incident of the encounter of Jesus with a person who wanted to follow Jesus 
and he said, “let me first go and bury my father, but Jesus told him, follow me and let the dead 
bury their own dead.”  Another, possibly related incident was when Jesus told those following 
Him “if anyone comes to me and does not hate his father and mother, his wife and children, his 



brothers and sisters – yes, even his own life – he cannot be my disciple.”  (The word “hate” 
means to show comparative disregard for a person or a thing.  It is not used in the sense that we 
use the word today.  After all, we are not going to “hate” our own life in that sense.  If we did, 
then the command to love your neighbor as you love yourself would be total contrary to the 
intent.)   
 It would appear that the teachings of Jesus and Paul would be that those who are 
followers of Christ should see their commitment or consecration in the same light as a person 
who took the vow of a Nazirite in the Old Testament.  Along those lines, we see in Hebrews 
chapter six that we are to separate ourselves from “dead works” or actions that are not of faith.   
 In the law of the Nazirite vow a remedy was provided in case the conditions of the vow 
were inadvertently violated.   
 
Rededicate Yourself When Needed – 6:9-12 
9 ‘But if a man dies very suddenly beside him and he defiles his dedicated head of hair, then he shall shave his head 
on the day when he becomes clean; he shall shave it on the seventh day. 10 ‘Then on the eighth day he shall bring 
two turtledoves or two young pigeons to the priest, to the doorway of the tent of meeting. 11 ‘The priest shall offer 
one for a sin offering and the other for a burnt offering, and make atonement for him concerning his sin because of 
the dead person. And that same day he shall consecrate his head, 12 and shall dedicate to the LORD his days as a 
Nazirite, and shall bring a male lamb a year old for a guilt offering; but the former days will be void because his 
separation was defiled.  Numbers 6:9-12 (NASB95) 
 It is instructive to notice what is not included in the remedy to deal with some condition 
that would break the conditions of the vow.  There is no mention of the devotee eating or 
drinking something that was related to grapes or other strong drink.  The assumption was that the 
person who made the vow would be careful to make sure that he or she did not accidently 
consume such items.  Is that reasonable to think could be done?  While it may be difficult, it 
could be done.  Consider, for example, a person has a peanut allergy that causes anaphylactic 
shock.  They do whatever is necessary to avoid eating peanuts or peanut related products which 
are fairly pervasive in many of our common foods.  Also, there not any provision made for a 
person who would deliberately (not accidently) consume grape-related products.  Apparently, it 
was beyond comprehension that a person of such devotion (as to enter into such a vow) would 
voluntarily or deliberately disregard the provisions of the vow.  I think that we have gotten over 
such a sense of what dedication and devotion and consecration mean in the culture in which we 
live.  Many people are very nonchalant about promises and vows made.  This speaks of a lack of 
integrity that is so evident in all parts of our society.  
 The same could be said with regard to not cutting the hair during the time period of the 
vow.  I guess that it could accidently happen or (as in the case of Samson) something malicious 
could occur.  
 On the other hand, the person who had taken the vow of a Nazirite would not be able to 
control the sudden death of someone that was nearby.  Again, there was no thought given to any 
situation other than accidental contact.  The remedy to set the situation right was very involved.  
First, the normal purification process for anyone who had come into contact with a dead body 
had to be performed.  But it did not stop there.  The Nazirite had to essentially start over by 
shaving off all his hair and make multiple sacrificial offerings.  Matthew Henry noted the 
following:  
This teaches us that sins of infirmity, and the faults we are overtaken in by surprise, must be seriously repented of, 
and that an application must be made of the virtue of Christ’s sacrifice to our souls for the forgiveness of them every 
day, 1 John 2:1, 2.  



 We can also learn that a person who professes to be a Christian is held to a higher 
standard of behavior than others.  We could conclude that it takes a lot more to restore a good 
reputation once it is harmed by bad behavior.  Just as in the case of the laws of the Nazirites, 
when we mess up (even one time) we will find ourselves back to ground zero in building a good 
reputation.   
 
Honor God from Start to Finish – 6:13-15 
13 ‘Now this is the law of the Nazirite when the days of his separation are fulfilled, he shall bring the offering to the 
doorway of the tent of meeting. 14 ‘He shall present his offering to the LORD: one male lamb a year old without 
defect for a burnt offering and one ewe-lamb a year old without defect for a sin offering and one ram without defect 
for a peace offering, 15 and a basket of unleavened cakes of fine flour mixed with oil and unleavened wafers spread 
with oil, along with their grain offering and their drink offering.  Numbers 6:13-15 (NASB95) 
 In the scheme of things involving the Nazirite vow a definite time period was usually 
involved and the conclusion of this special time was marked by a number of sacrificial offerings 
that were to affirm the person’s relationship with God.  The burnt offering was indicative of total 
commitment.  The sin offering was acknowledgment of the fact that the person had not achieved 
a life of sinless perfection.  The peace offering acknowledged that our relationship with God is 
not adversarial.  The cakes and oil along with the grain and drink offering was likely 
representative of the fellowship we have with God.   
 If we can relate the Nazirite observance with our consecration as a born-again child of 
God, then we see that the end of the observance is when we pass from this realm to the eternal 
realm.  We might be able to see a parallel in this case with our appearing at the doorway of the 
tent of meeting in heaven.  There we present our offerings to the Lord and we find that nothing 
we have is sufficient apart from the Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world by being 
totally committed to the work of the cross and thereby achieved peace with God and established 
the everlasting fellowship that we have in the indwelling presence of the Holy Spirit.   


